
    The human animal has evolved from consciousness to conscience.  From not just simply a 
self-awareness of one’s surroundings but to a set of principles -- a moral guide if you will -- of 
the rightness or wrongness of one’s actions.  That is about all that separates us from “lower” 
animals, for all animals innately know how to procreate to continue their species, find food and 
shelter to survive, can distinguish between the living and the dead, digesting the former and 
removing the latter from their habitats with not so much as a second glance.  Only a very few 
species in the entire animal kingdom have a sense of any ethical or moral conduct of their clan 
or for that matter, the world of human beings.  Yet we continually place anthropomorphic values 
on them, endowing our pet dogs and cats with bizarre human characteristics believing that there 
are supernatural areas of shared behavior, reasoning and communication.  
    There are exceptions, of course.   Some species pair for life and visibly mourn when their 
partner dies.  Domestic animals are known to get depressed with the passing of their masters. 
And some animals, many in captivity, attempt suicide when a cellmate dies or a human 
caretaker is removed for some reason.  Perhaps there is a sense of loss in all animals, but to 
greatly differing degrees.  We simply don’t know for sure -- for they cannot tell us.   For sure. 
   Exchanging language between humans and lower species, even species that respond well to 
human command, remains daunting.  Part of the language barrier is due to physical limitations 
but there is another paradox:  the more intelligent an animal is (in human terms) the less nature 
has gifted it with speech, whales and dolphins being the notable exceptions.  Chimps have 
learned 100-word human vocabularies yet cannot speak a word of it, although they can readily 
express what they want by pointing to the printed word that symbolically corresponds to an 
earlier visual prompt.  Parrots can speak in almost comprehensible sentences, yet understand 
not a single word of what they are saying.  Dogs and cats can learn commands and can even 
think through easy tasks, like bringing a leash to its master when it wants to go outside, or even 
learn to open a door for itself.  But their voice apparatus does not allow them to form words. 
Nature reserved the gift of verbal language for humans to design, comprehend and share, just 
as it waived that gift to all other creatures. 
  Obviously, that was intended to differentiate intellectual superiority within the animal kingdom 
-- but in the world of unintended consequences created a superiority “complex”, in that the 
human species -- no longer finding suitable inferior creatures to intimidate -- turned against 
Nature itself.  To do so it had to turn off its conscience, its self-awareness of the human 
condition in the world.  And it used a diabolical catalyst to bring us to this point virtually 
overnight -- before anyone had a chance to catch their breath much less question the reasoning 
behind ... (wait for it!) … Artificial Intelligence. 
     In the third section of this treatise we will look at this phenomenon more closely.  But we still 
have a little cleaning up to do with the subject of loss.  
    We’ve said that loss can be initiated in any of the three consciousness states … mental, 
material, spiritual.  And overlapping of this triation to some degree is expected.  The most 
profound sense of loss is, of course, death, for there is no recourse, no appeal for reversal.  It is 
the notion of death’s finality as well as the death itself that seeks “closure” -- acknowledged in a 
public setting -- to ensure both the pain of finality is justly terminated along with the deceased. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
    Next down the list would be child molestation and the devastating effect it has on a 
developing body, mind and soul.  Sexual assault is a slow, living death in both the present and 
in memory which eventually can be healed, but never entirely.  Hell is too good a place for a 
rapist. 
    There are less profound expressions of material loss, of course, that bring into play mental 
and spiritual venues.  The dissolving of a marriage or any long-term partnership is a searing 
example.   Loss of a body part, a consuming fire to one’s home, loss of a job, money or property 
being stolen, a deal gone sour -- all kinds of material losses are emotionally traumatic.  That is 
because they happen in the present, must be immediately dealt with, need to be resolved 
quickly before other events set in to enlarge the wound, delaying healing.  
   Losses to the psyche (outside of pathological changes such as Alzheimer’s and senility) are 
perhaps a bit less profound because they tend to have happened in the past -- are recalled 
mainly in memory.  Here we’re looking at some social misstep, some boorish, behavioral faux 
pas or lapse in reasoning or moral or ethical misjudgment that causes misunderstanding and 
embarrassment.   And these indignities are usually brought to one’s attention somewhat after 
the fact, that is, these events may have occurred in the past, but at the time overlooked or 
suffered in silence by others.  But the results can be devastating in that they may lead to a loss 
of friendship, stature or social position, one’s standing in the community, or even legal or other 
actions brought to bear to stop what may be imagined to be evil intentions, even when no such 
intention was envisioned.  They may or may not be reconciled with apology and acts of 
contrition, depending on their seriousness, for it involves a re-thinking process, a re-evaluation 
of one’s psychological grounding, for many too difficult or too repulsive to undertake. 
    Losses to our spiritual consciousness are usually the least concerning for they are for the 
most part in our futures and can be reversed.  It can be a loss, temporary or longer-term, to 
one’s creative powers, one’s intuition, hopes and designs for the future, of one’s desire to move 
forward, to accept challenges and live with defeats.  It can be a loss to our ego, a promise made 
that goes unfulfilled, an expectation unrealized, a dream shattered.  It can make us feel inferior, 
defensive, full of doubt about our abilities and talents.  But these losses are readily rectified with 
time, effort, and gritty determination.  
    But there is, finally, one other loss in the spiritual realm that one might call an existential loss 
-- in that it involves loss of one’s identity, one’s self-esteem or worth.  It is a personal, profound 
loss of confidence in one’s very being.  It is a questioning, not of death, but of life itself.  And it 
can lead to abject depression.  
   Which deserves a couple of chapters all to itself. 
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